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Words from… 

  

The President 
 

Club officers and few folks with suggestions for membership drives, club publicity, educational exhibits, and 
show duties met at our regular time and place in June. We had a very productive meeting. We are in the 
process of laying out a Meetings Calendar with an event for each month. Events will include speakers, demos 
and educational videos. The calendar should be available after the summer break, but we may still have a few 
blanks to be filled in.  
 

The group also discussed expanding Show & Tell to Show, Tell & Sell. This would allow members and visitors 
to display sale items on the back tables during meetings. Everyone could enjoy Show & Tell and then eat, visit 
and shop before going home with a new piece for their collection.  We discussed different ways to advertise 
the club and our meetings and to see if we could get a more advanced internet presence going. 
 

Next on the agenda is an update to the club bylaws. Club officers and interested club members will be meeting 
at our normal time and place on 23 July. All of the changes will be put forward for a vote when our meetings 
resume in September. 
 

In the meantime, check out some of the summer shows throughout the USA if you are traveling on vacation. 
 
                  Pat 

 
Upcoming Shows 

 

JUL  22 – 23    Western Dakota Gem & Mineral Society    Rapid City, SD 
JUL  29 – 30   Burlington Gem and Mineral Club    South Burlington, VT 
JUL  29 – 30   The Long Island Mineral & Geology Society  Mattituck, NY 
JUL 30 – AUG 6 Grassy Creek Gem show     Spruce Pine, NC 
AUG 4 – 6   Prescott Gem & Mineral Club     Prescott Valley, AZ 
AUG 5 – 6   Pacific Crystal Guild      Walnut Creek, CA 
AUG 10 – 13   Greg Tunnicliff Annual Show    Buena Vista, CO 
AUG 11 – 13   East Coast Gem, Mineral & Fossil Show   West Springfield, MA 
AUG 11 – 13   Dalton Gem and Mineral Jewelry Show   Dalton, GA 
AUG 12 – 13   Maplewood Rock and Gem Club    Edmonds, WA 
AUG 12 – 13   Amateur Rock, Gem and Jewelry Show   San Antonio, TX 
AUG 18 – 19   Tahlequah Rock & Mineral Society    Tahlequah, OK 
AUG 19  Shelton Rock and Mineral Society    Shelton, WA 
AUG 19 – 20   Aklatex Gem & Mineral Society    Bossier City, LA 
AUG 19 – 20   San Francisco Gem & Mineral Society   San Francisco, CA 
 

Source: http://www.the-vug.com/educate-and-inform/mineral-shows/#july 
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Jewelry Bench Tips by Brad Smith 

 

 
Making Wire for Filigree 

 
Making wire for filigree is quite simple. Take a double strand of 24-26 gauge silver wire, twist it tightly, 
and then flatten it a bit. While the basics are straightforward, here's a few tips that will quickly make 
you an expert with filigree.  
 
Filigree looks best when the wire has a very tight twist. The way I do this is to start with dead soft wire 
and twist it until it breaks. It always seems to break on one end or the other. I like to use a screw gun, 
although a Foredom also works well. Be sure to keep a little tension on the wires as you twist. Then to 
get a real tight twist, I anneal the wire and twist it a second time until it breaks.  
 
The final step in prepping the filigree wire is to flatten it slightly with a planishing hammer or rolling mill. 
The amount of flattening is a personal preference. I like to reduce the diameter about 25%. The wire 
will be quite stiff at this point, so it's best to anneal it again before starting to make the filigree shapes. 
  
 

Raising a Cabochon 
 
When a cabochon sits too low in a bezel, the bezel hides a lot of the stone.  The solution is to either 
sand down the bezel height or boost up the stone. If you're going to raise it up, question is what is the 
best material to use? 
 
I was taught to use fine sawdust but now think that might be a problem when used in rings. I reason 
that rings will frequently get wet, which would cause the sawdust to swell in size and push the stone 
against the bezel.  Then when the sawdust dries out, the stone would be a little loose. 
 
In any case, I now prefer pieces of plastic sheet to boost up my stones.  Pieces are readily available 
from product packaging or from old credit cards.  I just cut a piece to loosely fit the bezel and drop in 
the stone (with some dental floss) to check its height. 
 
 

Setting a Transparent Cab 
 
When bezel setting a transparent cabochon in silver, I usually cut out the back of the bezel to allow 
background light to show off the colors and patterns in the stone. If this is not possible or appropriate, I 
worry that the silver bezel will tarnish under the stone and will ruin its brilliance. What to do? 
 
My solution is one extra step before setting the stone. I place a piece of thin silver Mylar plastic under 
the stone to act as a mirror that will never tarnish.  Mylar is readily available in craft and gift wrap 
stores, or in a pinch from a party balloon supplier. You may even want to experiment with using colored 
or patterned Mylar (i.e. diffraction pattern) under some stones. 
 
                        
         Many thanks, 
 
                   Brad 
                     www.BradSmithJewelry.com 
 
Editor’s Note:  See all Brad's jewelry books at Amazon.com/author/BradfordSmith 
 
 
 



Scientists Might Have Finally Figured Out Where The Rarest Crystals 

on Earth Formed 

by BEC CREW 

Scientists have just come up with an explanation for how one of the rarest structures on Earth came 

to be, and it’s got heads spinning.  

Natural quasicrystals are exceptionally scarce, and have only been found in one place since their 

existence was first proposed back in 1982. Found inside a Russian meteorite with an 'impossible 

symmetry' that no one could explain, they cost the scientist who discovered them his job. 

 Now scientists have an explanation for why these things are so rare: quasicrystals appear to have 

come from outer space, where conditions are as strange as their atomic structure.  

"If you had called me before the study and asked if this would work I would have said 'no way,'" 

Sarah Stewart, a planetary collision expert from the University of California, Davis, who reviewed 

the paper, told Robert Perkins at Phys.org. "The astounding thing is that they did it so easily. Nature 

is crazy." 

Crystals are one of nature’s most stunning formations, and they’re pretty simple to wrap your head 

around - they're made up of atoms that are arranged in near-perfect symmetry to form tiny 

symmetrical wonders like snowflakes, diamonds, and table salt. 

Other types of structures include polycrystals, such as most metals, rocks, and ice, and amorphous 

solids, including glass, wax, and many plastics.  

Unlike crystals, which are both ordered and periodic, and have a perfectly defined geometric 

structure, polycrystalline and amorphous structures are disordered and random, and this gives them 

unique physical properties related to how to respond to things such as heat and pressure. 

 

Learning Series:  The Wonder and Natural Beauty of Rocks 
 

 Atomic image of a micron-sized grain of the natural Al71Ni24Fe5 quasicrystal (shown in the inset) from a Khatyrka meteorite. 

 

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-natural-quasicrystals-result-collisions-asteroid.html


Back in 1982, Israeli chemist Daniel Shechtman proposed that another type of atomic structure 

exists, which he found in a sample of synthetic material he created in the lab.  

Known as quasicrystals, these structures consist of a strange, semi-ordered form of matter, with an 

atomic structure that displays no repeating patterns anywhere you look. What he’d discovered was 

so strange, he reportedly told himself, "Eyn chaya kao," which translates to "There can be no such 

creature," in Hebrew. 

Shechtman was awarded the 2011 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his trouble, but not before being 

literally laughed out of his lab and ridiculed by his peers for decades for daring to suggest 

something so preposterous as a semi-ordered structure.  

Science can be savage. 

"The first sample, made in 1982, was so improbable that eventual Nobel prize winner Shechtman 

was ridiculed and ultimately asked to leave his lab," Nadia Drake reports for Wired.  

"Then, for years, no one believed that quasicrystals could exist anywhere but the lab - assembling 

the strange, quasi-periodic structures was simply too tricky, requiring precise temperatures and 

strange conditions including vacuums and an argon atmosphere." 

Fast forward to 2007, and the story of quasicrystals get even weirder. 

Physicist Paul Steinhardt of Princeton University and geologist Luca Bindi from the University of 

Florence, Italy cracked open a meteorite found in the Koryak mountains of east Russia in the late 

1970s, and found the first example of naturally formed quasicrystals.  

"Bindi and Steinhardt eventually proved, in 2012, that the quasicrystals inside the rock had been 

forged in space, and were the natural result of an astrophysical process, and not the product of 

terrestrial furnaces or a consequence of the rock’s collision with Earth," says Drake. 

Another quasicrystal was discovered in this same meteorite in 2015, but this is still the only known 

natural source.  

Around 100 different types of quasicrystals have been created in the lab, and they’ve been used in 

everything from non-stick cookware and LED lights to surgical instruments, but scientists have 

been trying to narrow down the origin of naturally occurring quasicrystals. Now we’re finally 

getting close. 

A new paper builds on Bindi and Steinhardt's discovery by pinpointing exactly where in space these 

quasicrystals likely originated.  

Led by geochemist Paul Asimow from Caltech, the team proposes that the only natural quasicrystals 

we know about formed out of collisions in the asteroid belt - a floating disc of irregularly shaped 

asteroids or minor planets located between the Mars and Jupiter orbits - before falling to Earth as 

meteorites. 

The reason quasicrystals are so unlikely is because perfect symmetry follows a very strict set of 

rules (or so we thought). Before their existence was confirmed, scientists assumed that for a 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Shechtman
http://gizmodo.com/we-finally-know-how-these-mysterious-ultra-rare-crystal-1781821181
http://www.wired.com/2013/10/two-dimensional-quasicrystals/
http://www.wired.com/2013/10/two-dimensional-quasicrystals/
http://www.wired.com/2013/10/two-dimensional-quasicrystals/
http://gizmodo.com/we-finally-know-how-these-mysterious-ultra-rare-crystal-1781821181


structure to grow with a repeating, symmetrical structure, it could exhibit one of four types of 

rotational symmetry: two-fold, three-fold, four-fold, or six-fold. 

Perkins explains for Phys.org: 

"The number refers to how many times an object will look exactly the same within a full 360-

degree rotation about an axis. For example, an object with two-fold symmetry appears the same 

twice, or every 180 degrees; an object with three-fold symmetry appears the same three times, or 

every 120 degrees; and an object with four-fold symmetry appears the same four times, or every 90 

degrees." 

Quasicrystals broke this rule, because they have crystal-like structure with a five-fold rotational 

symmetry. "The rules of crystallography had been around since 1820," Asimow told Jennifer 

Ouellette at Gizmodo. "So they were completely unexpected when they were discovered." 

Asimow hypothesised that the strange structure was the result of massive cosmic collisions, because 

he noticed that textures of iron metallic beads inside the meteorite quasicrystals were similar to 

what he’d seen in previous shock compression experiments, which involves firing projectiles at 

various materials to see how they respond.  

An analysis of the microscopic structure of the meteorite suggested that this collision happened 

before it slammed into Earth, and its outer space origin was made more likely by the fact that the 

Khatyrka meteorite contained a metallic copper-aluminium alloy that's not be found anywhere else 

on Earth. 

Asimow's team performed new shock compression experiments on slivers of meteorite minerals, 

including a sample of a metallic copper-aluminium alloy, by blasted them with projectiles at nearly 

1 kilometre per second.  

"The impact smashed the sandwiched elements together and, in several spots, created microscopic 

quasicrystals," Perkins reports.  

"We know that the Khatyrka meteorite was shocked," Asimow told him. "And now we know that 

when you shock the starting materials that were available in that meteorite, you get a quasicrystal." 

The results, published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, strengthen Asimow's 

hypothesis that a collision between asteroids - most likely in the bustling asteroid belt - caused the 

quasicrystals inside to form inside the meteorite. Now he plans to collide different types of minerals 

together to see if something other than copper-aluminium alloy can produce natural quasicrystals.  

"It explains the mechanism for making natural quasicrystals, and why we haven’t found any others," 

Asimow told Gizmodo. "We have a unique starting material, and we have a unique environment. 

Now the biggest mystery is why there were copper aluminium alloys in that meteorite in the first 

place." 

 
Written by Bec Crew 14 JUN 2016 and reprinted with permission of ScienceAlert Editor “Jacinta” 
 

Source: https://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-might-have-finally-figured-out-where-the-rarest-
crystals-on-earth-formed  

http://phys.org/news/2016-06-natural-quasicrystals-result-collisions-asteroid.html
http://gizmodo.com/we-finally-know-how-these-mysterious-ultra-rare-crystal-1781821181
http://gizmodo.com/we-finally-know-how-these-mysterious-ultra-rare-crystal-1781821181
http://phys.org/news/2016-06-natural-quasicrystals-result-collisions-asteroid.html
http://phys.org/news/2016-06-natural-quasicrystals-result-collisions-asteroid.html
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2016/06/07/1600321113.full
http://gizmodo.com/we-finally-know-how-these-mysterious-ultra-rare-crystal-1781821181
https://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-might-have-finally-figured-out-where-the-rarest-crystals-on-earth-formed
https://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-might-have-finally-figured-out-where-the-rarest-crystals-on-earth-formed


 

Overview of Khatyrka Grain 126A. (a) Backscattered electron (BSE) image of Grain 126A. Bright regions are 
mostly Al-Cu-Fe metal assemblages; they have an irregular, cuspate-lobate appearance and consist 
predominantly of khatyrkite (“kh”), stolperite, and eutectoid regions that contain a vermicular mixture of 
metallic Al (up to 13.3 weight% Cu) and khatyrkite. The darker regions mostly comprise crystals of olivine 
and spinel-group minerals with varying composition, which we call “spinel”—all surrounded by silicate glass. 
(b) Al-Cu-Fe combined X-ray area map, overlaid on a BSE image. Light purple regions are Al-Cu metal 
(khatyrkite, stolperite); blue/dark purple regions are predominantly glass and spinel; green regions are mainly 
the silicate glass and crystals that grew within the melt (olivine, spinel); the relatively large white grains are 
predominantly Fe-Ni (appearing white because of the underlying BSE image, despite containing Fe). The 
different compositions of spinel manifest here as different degrees of brightness (a) and different colors (b). 

 
Natural Quasicrystals & the Khatyrka Meteorite: FAQS 

 

Grains from the Khatyrka meteorite (a complex CV3 (ox) breccia), recovered from the banks of the 
Listvenitovyi stream in the Chukotka Autonomous Okrug north of the Kamchatka peninsula, have 
been shown to contain two distinct quasicrystalline minerals (icosahedrite and decagonite) and at 
least seven crystalline phases bearing metallic aluminum. In five of these cases, the phases also 
include metallic Cu. 
 
MOST FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS THAT WE DO NOT YET KNOW THE 
ANSWER TO:  
 

What was the original source of copper and aluminum and what kind of natural processes 
combined for them to form the variety of mineral phases found in the Khatyrka meteorite that 
contain metallic aluminum and copper, where aluminum requires extraordinarily low oxygen 
fugacity and the two metals have profoundly distinct cosmochemical properties? 
 
FAQS we can answer: 
 
How can we be sure where the meteorite samples come from?   
 

Evidence of cross-cutting and redox reaction in Khatyrka meteorite reveals metallic-Al minerals formed in outer space 

 

Source: http://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-01445-5/figures/1  

 

http://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-01445-5
http://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-01445-5/figures/1


With the exception of the original sample that was found in the mineral collection of the 
Università di Firenze and marked as coming from the Koryak Mts., we recovered the rest of the 
grains ourselves on a geological expedition to Chukotka in 2011 from a stratified, glacial outwash 
clay layer along the Listevenitovyi stream. The clay layer is more than 7000 years old, based on 
radiocarbon dating of wood fragments in the clay, and hence the grains are neither anthropogenic 
nor salted. 
 
If the samples have been there for > 7000 years, how could the metals have been 
preserved?   
 

Alloyed copper, the cold temperature of clay (always close to freezing), impermeability of clay, and 
anoxicenvironment due to carbon material in clay may all have contributed to the preservation of 
the metals. 
 
How do we know the samples are meteoritic in origin?   
 

Measurements of oxygen isotopes of silicates and oxides show the meteorite is a CV3 
carbonaceous chondrite that formed 4.5 million years ago in the early solar system. All reported 
grains have been tested and produce the same fit. Absence of any excesses of 26Mg (produced by 
the decay of the short-lived nuclide 26Al, with half-life~0.71 My, known to have existed in the 
early solar system) suggests the metal formed a few million years (or more) after the formation of 
calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs) that represent the first solar system solids. Other 
evidence includes the presence in some samples of Allende-type matrix material and actual CAIs. 
 
Is there any evidence of a chemical reaction between the metal and chondritic material? 
 

Yes. In Grains 129 and 126, we have observed a redox reaction near the contact between metallic 
and nonmetallic phases that led to the formation of Fe beads in the chondritic phases, mostly 
spinel and glass.  
 
Why are all the samples a few mm in size or less?   
 

In tracing the origin of the Florence sample, we discovered that it had been found by panning clay 
recovered from undisturbed clay along the stream banks, and so the expedition to Chukotka 
followed the same procedure in searching for new grains, not knowing at the time if any would be 
found. Conceivably, larger samples could be found in a return trip to Chukotka using a different 
search procedure. We note, however, that the recovered grains of meteorite are very friable due 
to differential expansion of meteorite matrix material and CuAl compounds, which may make it 
difficult for larger samples to have survived. 
 
What mineral phases have been found with metallic Al and which ones also have copper? 
 

metallic Al + Cu: 

 

Icosahedrite (Al63Cu24Fe13, Florence sample, grains from Chukotka) – SCIENCE 2009, MAPS 2013 
Khatyrkite (CuAl2, Florence sample, grains from Chukotka) – SCIENCE 2009, MAPS 2013, 
NatComms 2014 
Cupalite (CuAl, Florence sample, new 126) – SCIENCE 2009 
β-phase AlCuFe (solid solution, Florence sample) – SCIENCE 2009 



Al-Cu-bearing taenite (Fe44Ni26Al18Cu12; grain #126) – NatComms 2014 
 

metallic Al w/o Cu: 

 

Decagonite (Al71Ni24Fe5; grain #126) – SciRep 2015 
Steinhardtite (Al38Ni32Fe30 to Al50Ni40Fe10; grain #126) NatComms 2014 and AmMin 2014 
Al-bearing sulfide ((Fe0.84Al0.04)S1.12; grain #126) – NatComms 2014 
Aluminum, in an eutectic (peritectic) texture with CuAl2 – NatComms 2014 
 
What evidence do we have that the metal and conventional CV3 minerals were in contact? 
 

Icosahedrite inclusions in stishovite – PNAS 2012, ROP 2012 
Diopside in direct contact with icosahedrite – PNAS 2012 
Cu-bearing troilite in contact with clinoenstatite (grain #126) – NatComms 2014 
Khatyrkite in contact with forsterite (grain #129 and new grain #126) – to be published 
Khatyrkite in contact with glassy pyroxene (grain #129) – to be published 
Other contacts in Grain 129 and new 126, especially evidence of redox reaction producing Fe 
droplets 
 
What do we know about the temperature and pressure conditions that the meteorite 
underwent?   
 

We have found abundant evidence that the meteorite underwent an impact shock that produced 
a highly heterogeneous distribution of pressures (> 5 GPa) and temperatures (> 1500 K). The 
eutectic texture of the CuAl metal phases show that they solidified from a CuAl melt at around 
1100K or so. The chondritic material was partially melted in some places, in some parts mostly 
melted. The CAI was partially melted, but some melilite was not melted. More specifically, we 
found:  
 
Overall shocked texture: compressed barrels of olivine separate by veins – NatComms 2014 
Ladder: injection into cracks of presumed liquid that rapidly quenched forming "ladders" 
(cotectic composition) of ahrensite (high P) interleaved with glassy silica– NatComms 2014 
Veins of spinels and spinelloid (high P)– NatComms 2014 
Magnetite grain surrounded by ladder; magnetite very likely existed in forsterite prior to impact 
and then melt injected that surrounded magnetite and formed ladders – NatComms 2014 
Fe beads in grain 129 and new 126 –LPSC abstract 
 
What other minerals have been identified aside from the ones named above? 

Stishovite – PNAS 2012    Clinoenstatite – NatComms 2014 
Coesite – unpublished data     Nepheline – MAPS 2013 
Spinel – MAPS 2013, NatComms 2014   Sodalite – MAPS 2013 
Pentlandite – unpublished data   Taenite – NatComms 2014 
Melilite – MAPS 2013      Diopside – PNAS 2012, MAPS 2013    
Possible cordierite? – in progress    Possible (Fe1.8Cu0.2)Al5? – in progress 
Ringwoodite-ahrensite solid sol. – NatComms 2014  
Cu-bearing troilite (grain #126) – NatComms 2014 
Spinelloid Fe3-xSixO4 (with x = 0.4) – NatComms 2014 
 

Source: http://wwwphy.princeton.edu/~steinh/KhatyrkaFAQs7.pdf 

http://wwwphy.princeton.edu/~steinh/KhatyrkaFAQs7.pdf


   

 The Quartz Family 
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 ACROSS 

 2  A clear red chalcedony 
 5  one of the most common of minerals in the 

 continental crust 
 7  an opaque red variety of cryptocrystalline 

 quartz 
 8  the chemical formula for quartz 
 9  _______quartz is a brown type of quartz 

 11  the name of a group of silicates made of 
 chalcedony. 

 13  a purple variety of quartz 
 14  a yellow variety of quartz 

 DOWN 

 1  crystals are only visible with magnification 
 2  one of the cryptocrystalline varieties of 

 quartz, the mineral in agates 
 3  a green variety of cryptocrystalline quartz 
 4  a chatoyant gemstone containing asbestos 
 6  mechanical pressure generates electrical 

 charge 
 10  a black and white banded variety of 

 cryptocrystalline quartz 
 12  _______quartz is a pink type of quartz 
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Annual Dues  

 

            Single $15 
            Family $20 
 

 

Objectives  

 

To stimulate interest in lapidary, earth 
science and, when necessary, other 
related fields.  
 
To sponsor an educational program within 
the membership to increase the knowledge 
of its members in the properties, 
identifications and evaluations of rocks, 
minerals, fossils and other related subjects.  
 
To cooperate and aid in the solution of its 
members’ problems encountered in the 
Club’s objectives.  
 
To cooperate with other mineralogical and 
geological clubs and societies. 
 
To arrange and conduct field trips to 
facilitate the collection of minerals.  
 
To provide opportunity for exchange and 
exhibition of specimens and materials.  
 
To conduct its affairs without profit and to 
refrain from using its assets for pecuniary 
benefit of any individual or group. 

 

Meeting Information   

Time:     2:00 PM 
Date:      Fourth Sunday of each month (except June, July and August) 
Place:    Fellowship Hall – Tabernacle United Methodist Church 
               4205 S. Brannon Stand Road   

   Dothan, AL 

Classified Ads 

 

Looking for an item to round 
out your rock collection?  
 
Got a specimen, tool or 
handicraft for sale or trade?   
 
Submit the pertinent details to 
me by the 10th of each month 
and your inclinations will be 
made known to the 
membership in the next 
bulletin. 
 
N. J. Blackwell 
28 Lakeview Trail, Apt. C 
Daleville, AL 36322 
Phone: 334-503-0308 

Email:  Tsavorite7@aol.com 

Website:    www.wiregrassrockhounds.com     

       

July Birthdays 

JUL  5  Ambria Tanner 
JUL 16  Ellen Webber 
JUL 21  Tina Polakoski 
JUL 25  Diane Tetzlaff 
JUL 26  Julaine Reed 

JUL 31  Meredith Capshaw 

Random Rock Facts  

 

Cleavage, or the way a mineral breaks along flat planes, 
results from the mineral’s inherent molecular structure. That 
explains why different minerals break in different, but very 
predictable ways. Some minerals, e.g., mica, break only in 
one direction, while others may break in two or more 
directions, or not at all.  
 

Cleavage quality is categorized as: perfect, good, poor, 
indiscernible (indistinct) and none. Perfect, as an example, 
means the mineral cleaves without leaving any rough 
surfaces.  
 

Source: http://geology.about.com/ 

 

 

Refreshments 

                 
JUL 23 – Potluck Refreshments 
 
 
 
 

Officers  

 

President – Pat LeDuc 
334-806-5626 
 

Vice President – Garry Shirah 
334-671-4192 

Secretary – Bruce Fizzell 
334-577-4353 
 

Treasurer – Diane Rodenhizer 
334-447-3610 
 

Bulletin Editor – Joan Blackwell 
334-503-0308 
Tsavorite7@aol.com 
 

Webmaster – Pat LeDuc 
334-806-5626 
 

Membership Chair – Diane Rodenhizer 
334-447-3610 
 

Show Chair – Jeff DeRoche 
334-673-3554 
 

Field Trips Chair – Garry Shirah 

334-671-4192 

 

Hospitality Chair – Vacant 
 
 

Club Hostess – Vacant 
 
 

Club Liaison – Garry Shirah 

334-671-4192 

 

http://geology.about.com/


          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where you might hear…     

 

The simplest system—among the six crystal systems—is the isometric 
or cubic system. It has three axes, all of which are the same length 
and intersect at 90º to each other. Isometric system minerals include 
all garnets, diamond, fluorite, gold, lapis lazuli, pyrite, silver, sodalite, 
sphalerite, and spinel -- each of which form in one of these three basic 
shapes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: https://www.gemsociety.org/article/mineral-habits/#The_Isometric_System  
What are Crystal Systems and Mineral Habits? by Donald Clark, CSM IMG 
Used with permission from Michael Martinez. 

 
 

Member of 
 Southeast Federation of Mineralogical Societies, Inc. 

American Federation of Mineralogical Societies 

Rockhounds Herald 

Editor – N. J. Blackwell 

28 Lakeview Trail, Apt. C 
Daleville, AL 36322 
 

www.wiregrassrockhounds.com 

 

https://www.gemsociety.org/article/garnet-jewelry-and-gemstone-information/
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/flourite-jewelry-gemstone-information/
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/lapis-lazuli-jewelry-and-gemstone-information/
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/pyrite-jewelry-and-gemstone-information/
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/sodalite-jewelry-and-gemstone-information/
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/sphalerite-jewelry-and-gemstone-information/
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/spinel-jewelry-and-gemstone-information/
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/mineral-habits/#The_Isometric_System

